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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Effect of acoustic excitation on jet diffusion flames caused by an energy transfer
delivered by the source (speaker) to the receiver (jet flame) through a medium of air.
Using the first law of thermodynamics, which is the expression of the conservation of
energy principle. Energy cannot be created nor be destroyed during a process; it can
only change from one form to another. From this principle, the energy transfer from
the sound waves to the jet flames causing the flames to change in both macroscopics
and microscopic. The macroscopic effects related to the motion and the flame of
shapes cause by the acoustic disturbance. This paper shows the macroscopics effects
can clearly been seen when the flame shapes start to split in two branches during the
transfer of energy. This effects clearly correspond with the periodically changes of
acoustic frequency. By using ImageJ, a Java-based image processing program to
detailed out the changes of structure correspond by the increase of acoustic
frequencies.
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1. Introduction
Sound or pressure waves have the capabilities to influence flames in macroscopic and
microscopic in a form of energy of a system. The changes are related to the molecular structure and
the degree of molecular activity and can be viewed as the sum of the kinetic and potential energies
of the molecules [1]. By utilizing these effects, there are possibilities to improve combustion control
of such phenomena as high-load combustion [2-5], soot suppression [6], NOx reduction [7], noise
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control [8] and the mixture formation of fuel [9-14]. The effects of an acoustic perturbation deal
directly and indirectly towards flame. For a direct interaction, it mainly occurs in the flame zone. The
wave occurrences upon the flame zone is scattered and potentially amplified because of the steep
gradients in gas properties at the flame front and by the response of the flame to the disturbances.
The effect has been examined both for premixed and diffusion flames.
A variation of flame shape record by [15-20], when laminar jet flames being exposed with a
resonant frequency, the laminar flame decreased in length. A vortex likes flame shape formation
caused by increase of acoustic excitation can be seen from the. The increase of excitation amplitude
causes the position of flame to move upstream due to the spreading rate that changed however, the
longer the exposure in high amplitude perturbation will extinguished the flame.
Another research done by [21] stated that when a laminar flame being excited by forcing
frequency, the change of flame shape can be grouped into four; a flame of feeble forcing (Mode I), a
fat flame (Mode II), an elongated flame (Mode III) and in-burning flame (Mode IV). Each of the flame
shape is recorded using direct imaging technique. The change of mode shape correlate with the
increase of excitation due to higher local strain.
Based on [22] observations, a flame shape of a laminar flame can somehow turn into a ‘‘Y’’ shape
like during the perturbation of sound frequency. It was also noted that the “Y” shape flame is a
product of flame when it diverges into two branches; this branching behavior is caused by the
acoustic excitation toward the flame. The goal of this paper is to investigate the variation of flame
shape mode for a premixed flame under the effect of acoustic excitation using direct imaging
technique.
2. Methodology
Detail for this experiment can be refer to [23], a schematic diagram for this experiment apparatus
as shown in Figure 1. The jet flame burner used are a well-contoured central nozzle that has a
diameter size hole of 3mm and a length of 6cm attached to a square burner frame. The length of a
burner frame is 116 mm with a total size of 51 x 51 mm. 51 x 51 mm. the burner had a 2.5 m long
fuel line. The fuel used in this study is a composition of propane (C3H8, 30wt. %) and butane (C4H10,
70wt. %) supplied from the LPG tank.

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram for the experiment configuration [9]
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The flow rate of the gas measured using a measurement device (The value of the flow rate is set
constant to 5LPM). An odorant, Ethanethiol commonly known as ethyl mercaptan (C2H6S) being add
to help detect any sign of leakage. For acoustic perturbation, a system consisted of a DDS Signal
Generator, a power amplifier and acoustic exciters (a loudspeaker) are used.
Two loudspeakers are installed (single and dual experiment comparison) and located 3.5cm from
the center of nozzle for both sides. The excitation frequency for this experiment will be tuned or
varied from 0 kHz to 20 kHz. The flame is then photograph as the value of excited frequency being
varied. The flame image is then photographed using digital single-lens camera (DSLR), Canon EOS 70D
and analyst using open-source image analysis software, ImageJ (version 1.51n).
3. Results
Figure 2 shows five-(5) difference variation of flames shapes with increasing excitation of
frequencies recorded during the experiments. For (Figure 2 (1)), the flame without any influenced of
acoustic excitation (unforced flame) has a symmetrical and cone- like shape, it can be assumed that
an axis of symmetry line to be exist along the vertical centerline of the flame. The dotted line in the
picture represent that the length of flame is supposedly to be constant due to the controlled fuel
flow rate used during the experiments. From Figure 2 disturbance resulted from the acoustic
excitation generated by the DDS Signal Generator can be categorized to four-(4) types of mode
disturbances; fat-flame, in – burning flame, elongated flame and Y- shape flame. Overall, acoustic
excitation forced dramatically influence the flame length by reducing and increasing it such like a
turbulent-like flow shape.

Fig. 2. Variation of flame shapes mode (1) Unforced flame; (2) Disturbance -Fat
Flame; (3) Disturbance – In-burning Flame; (4) Disturbance – Elongated Flame; (5) YShape Flame

Referring to the graph in Figure 3 (Variation of Flame Shape) for a single speaker, when frequency
perturbation being increase from 100Hz to 500Hz the flame mode shape become (Figure 2(2)) – A
Fat Flame shape mode. The fat flame shape decreases in length dramatically and the width of flame
became larger making the shape of flame become shorter and wider, according to [24] this
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phenomena associated with the declined of axial diffusion, and enhanced radial diffusion of the fuel
mainly caused by the acoustic perturbation. From 900 Hz to 1400 Hz, the shape mode turn to (Figure
2 (3)) – In burning flame. The In- burning flame refers to the occurrence of burning inside the flame.
Disturbance excited by the acoustic create a moment of entrainment, the influence is strong enough
making the side of the flame be more dominant and help mixing the air around it. Moreover, the lift
of flame from the nozzle refer to the increase of local flame stretch according to [25].

Fig. 3. Variation of flame shapes mode - Flame Mode Shape versus Frequency (Hz)

For a dual speaker, the effect of acoustic with a constant flow rate is shown at start of low
frequency (100 Hz to 400 Hz) when the flame mode shape as in (Figure 2 (3)) – burning flame mode.
As the excitation start to increase the flame, revert to its normal shape as in (Figure 2 (1)). further
the excitation the flame starts to show sign of branching (800 Hz), the flame clearly branches (900Hz
to 1200Hz) into (Figure 2(5)) – Y shape flame, at (1300Hz) the flame start to decreases its branching
angle and the shape finally changes to (Figure 2(4))- elongated flame. The formation of Y- shape flame
can be arrange into four sub processes [22], first is due to its constant flow rate then the meandering
process, where the direction of excitation propagates. Next the transition process of the jet flame
where the flame start to twisted into two branch arms causes by the use of dual speaker and final
the branching or Y-shape flame happen, where the acoustic excitation direct through the middle and
separates into two flows.
4. Conclusions
The variation of flame shape for a laminar jet flame under acoustic perturbation has been
examined by means of direct imaging techniques and the used of image analysis software. The
changes of flame shape are directly proportional to the increase of frequency. There are five variation
of mode shape resulted by the acoustic perturbation. These results will help further understand the
effect of acoustic perturbation toward jet flame.
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